I WILL ALWAYS CHOOSE TEACHING
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Nowadays, some individuals show reluctance towards pursuing teaching profession because of several reasons. These are the typical causes of frustrations and disappointment among teachers. These include bulk of works, too much paper works, low prestige and low compensation compare to other profession, stress, fatigue, pressure, pupil’s unfavorable attitude and the like. But despite of these discouraging reasons, many still to choose to pursue teaching as a source of sterling nobility, sense of calling, wonder and great reward.

Sterling Nobility. Teachers are the persons of genuinely high quality or value showing high moral, ideas characterized by greatness of character, serving the highest stand of human conduct though others may believe that it is a clear martyrization.

Divine Calling. Teachers are chosen by the Divine Being to serve and educate people. Teachers not only provide fundamental and basic knowledge to the youth but also serve or spread the Word of God through values-oriented instructions.

Sense of Wonder. Even in classroom, school or at home, the teacher is in the best position to nurture the pupil’s sense of wonder. Teacher may break or cultivate pupil’s dream. Teachers just like the parents, serve as the greatest source of learners toward pursuing inspirations and longings in life.

Great Reward. Teaching is the most fulfilling and rewarding profession. This is because teachers are the best contributors to the academic and educational empowerment of learners that they need in order to progress in their future endeavour.
Indeed, the teachers are truly great unknown and unsung heroes of this modern society. They may depart or reach decline in their physical and intelligent prowess, but will forever mark a legacy that is lifelong and enduring.

I will always choose teaching!
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